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ABSTRACT 

This articule provides a new proof of Barnett’s theorem giving the degree of the 
greatest common divisor of several univariate polynomials with coefficients in a field 
in terms of the rank of a well-defined matrix, The new proof is elementary and 
self-contained (no use of Jordan form or invariant factors), and it is based on some 
easy to state properties of subresultants. Moreover this proof allows one to generalize 
Bamett’s results to the case when the considered polynomials have their coefficients 
in an integral domain. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Let F be a field, and { A( x>, B,( r 1, . . . , B,( x)J a family of polynomials in 
F[x] with A(x) manic and n = deg A(x) > deg Bj(x) for every j E 
0,. f f, t}. Baruett’s theorem (see [l] or [2]) assures that the degree of the 
greatest common divisor of A(x), B,(x), . . . , B,(x) verifies 

deggcd(A(x),B,(x),...,B,(x)) 

= n - rank(B,(A..), &(AA),..., B,(A,)), 
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where AA is the companion matrix for A: 

A, = 

0 0 *-a 0 -a, 

1 0 *** 0 --a,-1 
0 1 *** 0 -an-2 
. . 
. . 

;, 0 . . . ; _;, 

and Bj(A,) denotes the evaluation of the polynomial Bj(x) in the matrix AA. 
Moreover, some linear algebra on the matrix giving the degree of the greatest 
common divisor provides the coefficients of a greatest common divisor in 
IF[x] for the polynomials A(x), B,(r), . . . , B,(x). 

Two proofs are presented in [21 for the result concerning the degree of 
the greatest common divisor: the first one used the Jordan form of AA, and 
the second one is based on a theorem introduced in [3] concerning the 
degree of the greatest common divisor of two invariant factors for two regular 
polynomial matrices. This paper is devoted to present a new proof of 
Bamett’s theorem which is more elementary than the proofs in [2] in that it is 
self-contained and is based on a few elementary facts in linear algebra and 
some easy to prove properties concerning polynomial determinants and 
subresultants. Moreover our proof allows us to generalize Bamett’s results to 
the case where the considered polynomials have their coefficients in an 
integral domain. 

The paper is divided in three parts. The first one is devoted to presenting 
the concepts of polynomial determinant and subresultant and their relation 
with the Euclidean remainders of two polynomials. The second one intro- 
duces the new proof of Bamett’s theorem (considering polynomials with 
coefficients in an integral domain) using only some elementary facts in linear 
algebra together with a result presented in the previous section relating 
subresultants and Euclidean remainders. Finally, the last section shows how 
the technique introduced to prove Bamett’s theorem can be also used to get 
the greatest common divisor of the considered polynomials as presented 
in [2]. 

2. POLYNOMIAL DETERMINANTS, 
SUBRESULTANTS, AND EUCLIDEAN REMAINDERS 

Let D be an integral domain. The concept of polynomial determinant 
associated to a matrix with entries in D provides one of the ways to define 
subresultants. 
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DEFINITION 2.1. Let A be an m x n matrix with m < n. The determi- 
nant polynomial of A, detpol( A), is defined as 

n--n 

detpol(A) = c (det Ak)XnPmek, 
k=O 

where Ak is the square submatrix of A consisting of the first 
and the (k + m)th column. 

m - 1 columns 

If the matrix A is square, then detpol(A) = det A. The coefficients of 
the usual matrices whose detpol is going to be computed will be the 
coefficients of some polynomials. This motivates the following definition, 
whose first part generalizes the usual definition of Sylvester matrix. 

DEFINITION 2.2. Let A, B be polynomials in D[xl, and p, q E N with 
degA<panddegB<q: 

A = i akxPmk, B = i bkKk. 
k=O k=o 

If i E (0,. . . , inf( p, q) - l), then the Sylvester matrix of index i associated 
to A, p, B, and q is 

/ 
a0 

Sylvi( A, p, B> 4) = b 

0 

\ 

a0 

b, 

bo 

\ 

aP 

bv, 

q-i 

p-i 

In these conditions the subresultant polynomial of index i is defined as 

Srq( A, p, B, 9) = detpol(Sylvi( A, p, B, 4)). 

It is a general fact that the subresultant polynomials associated to A and 
B are very close to the polynomials appearing in the sequence of Euclidean 
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remainders associated to A and B. We only shall be involved with a 
particular case of this property, and the general case can be found in [Ill or 
[13]. The next notion to be introduced is the pseudoremainder of two 
polynomials. 

DEFINITION 2.3. Let A, B be polynomials in D[x] with respective 
degrees p and 9. The pseudoremainder of A and B is defined as 

Prem( A, B) = Rem(lcof( B)p-4+1A, B) if p 2 9, 
A otherwise, 

where Rem denotes the Euclidean remainder. 
It is clear, in the conditions of the previous definition, that if r) > 9 then 

Prem( A, B) = lcof( B)P-9+1Rem( A, B). 

The only needed fact about the connection between polynomial determi- 
nants and Euclidean remainders is the following proposition. More details 
about this connection between Euclidean remainders and determinants can 
be found in [9]. 

PROPOSITION 2.4. Let A, U be polynomials in D[ x] with respective 
degrees n, y with y Q n - 1 and a, = lcof( A). For every polynomial T E 
D[x] with &gree k the following equalities hold: 

Sres,_,(TU, n + k - 1, A, n) = ( -l)kat Rem(TU, A) 

= ( -l)ka;l-Y-l Prem(TU, A) 

Proof. It is enough to remark that the steps in the algorithm computing 
the Euclidean remainder of TU and A carry the matrices whose determi- 
nants are going to be computed to a diagonal form (for more details see [ll]). 

??

3. THE NEW PROOF OF BARNE’IT’S THEOREM 

Let D be an integral domain and [F its quotient field. 

DEFINITION 3.1. Let A(x) be the following polynomial in D[ xl: 

A(x) = aOxn + alxn-l + *** +a, 
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with a, # 0. The generalized companion matrix associated to A( X) is defined 
as: 

A, = 

0 0 a*. 0 -a, 

a0 0 . . . 0 -a n-1 

0 a,, I.* 0 --an-2 

. . 

. . 

;, (j . . . ;, _;1 
I 

The next proposition introduces the formula to compute the degree of the 
greatest common divisor of two polynomials in D[ X] that w-ill be generalized 
to an arbitrary number of polynomials. 

PROPOSITION 3.2. Let A and B be polynomials in D[ x I: 

A(x) = aox” + ul~n-l + ..a +a,,, B(x) = b/-l + ..a +b,_,x + b, 

with a, # 0 and deg B(x) =G n - 1. Defining 

ii(x) =&gBB ; , 
i 1 

then 

deggcd( A( r), B(x)) = n - rank 6(AA), 

where A, is the generalized companion matrix associated to A(r). 

Proof. Let F,[ X] be the [F-vectorial space of polynomials with degree 
strictly smaller than n. Identifying every polynomial in F,[ x] with the vector 
of its coefficients: 

U* 

U(r) = ulxn-l + -a- +u, 6-3 1 I ; ) 

Ul 
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the matrix A, will be regarded as the matrix associated to the linear mapping 

An easy computation gives the following expression for 
A,: 

AA-U(x) =a,rU(x) -t+A(x), 

the linear mapping 

providing the basic fact needed to prove for every k > 0 the following 
equality: 

k 
I 

u1 u2 *** ur2 

A; . U( x) = ( - l)k detpol a’ .” 
. . . 

an-1 an 
k . 

\ uo a, *** a,_, u, 

= (-l)kSres,_,(~kU(~), n + k - 1,4(x), n) 

2 ukRem(xkU( x), A(x)). 

Using this equality the polynomial meaning of the linear mapping &A,) 
( y = deg B) can be derived: 

= i by_ku~-ku~ Rem( xkU( x), A( x)) 
k=O 

= ui i b,,_k Rem(xkU( x), A(x)) 
k=O 

= u,Y Rem 
( 

5 b,_kxkU( x), A(x) 
k=O i 

= al Rem( R( x)U( x), A(x)). 

If D(x) E IF,J x] is the greatest common divisor of A(x) and B(x) with 
deg D(X) = k, then the set in FJ xl defined by 

9 = (F(x) E F”[x]: D(x)]F(x)} 
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is a subspace in F,[ x] with dim r(9) = n - k. The proof of the proposition is 
finished by _showing that the subspace 9 if precisely the image of 
HA,) : Im(B(A,)>. 

The formula obtained for the linear mapping &A,) 

g(AA) * U(x) = ui Rem( B( x)U( r), A(x)), 

gives immediately that Im($A,)) ~9. 
Let H(x) be a polynomial in 9, and G(r) = H(x)/D(x). As D(x) is 

the greatest common divisor of A(x) and B(x), then there exist (Y(X) and 
P(x) in ff[ x] verifying 

D(x) = cx(r)A(x) + P(x)B(x). 

Defining W(x) = P(x)G( x) and multiplying the last equality by G(x), we 
obtain [note that deg H(x) < n] - _ 

H(x) = Rem(B(x)W(x), 

Clearly the U(x) looked for must be defined as 

A(x))- 

E ~"[Xl, U(x) = 
Rem(W(r), A(r)) 

4 

whence 

@A,)U(x) =H(x). 

This allows us to conclude that Im($A,)) = 9 and 

n - k = dim, 9 = dim, Im(Z?(A,)) = rank B(A,), 

whence 

deggcd( A(x), B(r)) = n - rank g(AA), 

as desired. ??

A proof of Proposition 3.2 for the manic case can be found in [16] 
following similar lines to the ones used here. Also, References [16] and [5] 
contain the proof that the determinant of the matrix B(A,) agrees with the 
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resultant of A and B (in the manic case). The first proof of this proposition 
seems to be the one appearing in [151, and other proofs can be found in [II, 
[2], [4], and [I21 using some properties of invariant factors. 

The proof of the theorem for the general case will depend on the 
following two lemmas. The first one provides a useful interpretation for the 
sum of the kernels of a finite number of linear mappings defined by means of 
polynomials evaluated in the same matrix. 

LEMMA 3.3. Let B,(x),. . ., B,(x) be arbitra y nonzer-o polynomials in 
F[x], and B(x) their least common multiple. Then for any square matrix A 
over F, 

ker B( A) = i ker h(A). 
i=l 

Proof. It is straightforward. See [I4, Theorem 6.1.11. 
The second lemma gives an expression concerning the degree of the 

greatest common divisor of a finite family of polynomials in D[ xl. 

LEMMA 3.4. Let A(x), B,(x), . . . , B,(x) be arbitrary nonzero polynomi- 
als in D[x]. Denoting 9 = {B,(x) ,..., B,(x)}, then 

deggcd(A, B,,..., B,) = (-l)t+1deggcd(A,lcm(9)) 

t-l 

+(-l)t c (-l)k+l c deggcd(A, L), 
k=l 

LE 9 

( 1 k 

where 
( 1 

T denotes the family of subsets in 9 and k elements, and lcm the 

least comm4m multiple. 

Proof. In order to avoid an exponential growth in the number of 
superscripts and subscripts, the proof is sketched only for the case t = 3. The 
general case is treated exactly in the same way. 

Let q(x), . . . ) a,(x) be the irreducible factors appearing in the factor- 
ization in lF[ r] for the polynomials A( x>, B,(x), B,(x), and B,(x): 

A(x) = a;’ ... a?;, B,(x) = c+ ... cxf-, Ei > 0, si 2 0, 

B,(x) = a;l .a. (~2, B3( x) = Q? .a. CI~, 7, 2 0, ai 2 0. 
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This allows us to express the degrees of the polynomials appearing in the 
formula in terms of the nonnegative integers ??i, &, T<, and aj in the 
following way: 

m 

deggcd( A, B,, B,, Ba) = c min( ei, ai, ri> ai), 
i=l 

deggcd( A, B,) = E min( ??i , St), 
i=l 

deggcd( A, BP) = c min( ??i, rl), 
i=l 

m 

deggcd( A, B3) = c min( ei, c,), 
i=l 

deggcd( A, Bl, B2) = C min( Ei, ‘i, 71), 
i=l 

m 

deggcd( A, B,, B3) = c min( ei, aj, ui), 
i=l 

deggcd( A, B,, B3) = 5 min( ei, Ti, a,), 
i=l 

deggcd(A,lcm(Bl, B,, B,)) = E min(ei,max(6,,ri,Ui)). 
i=l 

As for arbitrary E, 6, r, and u the equality 

min( ??, 6,7, fr) = -min( e, 6) - min( e, 7) - min( E, a) 

+ min( e,6, r) + min( e, 6, ~7) + min( e, 7, a) 

+ min(e,max(6,7, U)) 

is always true, this gives directly the proof for the lemma when t = 3. 

Finally, the next theorem provides the proof of Bamett’s theorem for a 
finite family of polynomials in D[ xl. 
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THEOREM 3.5 (BARNEWS THEOREM). Let us consider the following 
polynomials in D[ x]: 

A(x) = a,~” + ulx”-l + 0.. +-a,_,~ + a,, 

Bj(x) =bj,lrn-l+...+bj._lx+bj,,,j~{l ,..., t}, 

with a, # 0 and deg Bj(x) Q n - 1 for every j in (1,. . . , t). Defining for 
every j in (1,. . . , t} the polynomial in D[ x] 

lTj( x) = upBJBj ; ) 
i i 

then the degree of the greatest common divisor of A( x>, B,( x>, . . . , B,( x) can 
be computed by means of the following formula: 

deggcd(A(x), B,(x),..., B,(x)) =n - rankS*(B,,...,B,), 

where 

~B@A) 
9*(&,...,&) = . 

with AA the generalized companion matrix associated to A(x). 

Proof. The theorem will be proved by induction on t. Proposition 3.2 
gives the proof of the theorem when t = 1, and it will be assumed the result 
is true for every set of polynomials with cardinality strictly smaller then t. 

For every k E (1, . . . . t), let Qk be the linear mapping induced by the 
matrix B,(A,): 

U(x) -)&(AA).U(x). 
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Next we consider the linear mapping 

@ = 6 aj::“[x] -j 
j=l 

195 

whose matrix with respect to the basis for lF,[ X] provided by the powers of 
x is 

and whose kernel is the intersection of the ker Qk’s. The inductive hypothesis 
can be rewritten in terms of the linear mappings Qj in the following way: 

VL c (l,..,,t} deggcd( A, {Bj :j E L}) 

=n-dimrIm =dim, n kerQJ. 
jEL 

Defining 9 = (B,, . . . , B,}, 4 = (B,, . . . , I?,], R as the least common mul- 
tiple of the polynomials in B’, and [t - l] = {l, . . . , t - l}, the combination 
of the previous results allows us to obtain 

n - rankd(@) = dim, ker@ = dimr n kerQk 
k=l 

= (-I)t+ldimF f: kerQk 
k=l 

t-1 
+(-1)’ c (-ly+l C dimIF n ker Qj 

k=l j E L. 

2 ( -l)‘+‘dimF kerlcm(&)(AA) 

t-1 
+(-ly c (-ly+l c dim, n ker@, 

k=l jEL 
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= ( -l)‘+‘dimF kerti(A,) 

t-1 

+(-1)” c ( -l)k+l C dim, n ker Qj 
k=l Lc [t-11 

( 1 
.IEL 

k 

2 (-l)‘+‘deggcd( A,lcm(s)) 

t-1 

+(-l)f c (-l)k+l C dim, n ker aj 
k=l LG [f-l1 

( 1 
jCL 

k 

= ( -l)f+‘deggcd( A,lcm(s)) 

t-1 

+(-l)t c (-l)k+l c deggcd( A, {Bj :j E L}) 
k=l LE [t-11 

( 1 k 

2 deggcd( A, B,, . . . . B,), 

which is the desired formula. 

In the manic case, the relationship of the matrix gA(B1, . . . , B,) with a 
generalized resultant for more than two polynomials is in [6]. 

4. THE COMPUTATION OF THE GREATEST COMMON 
DIVISOR OF SEVERAL UNIVARIATE POLYNOMIALS 

In this section, we study how to compute the coefficients of a greatest 
common divisor of the polynomials A(x), B,(x), . . . , B,(x) in [ID[ x] with [ID an 
integral domain, using the matrix sA( B,, . . . , B,) defined in Theorem 3.5. 
The first proposition provides information about the linearly independent 
columns in such a matrix. Again the difference from the proofs in [l], [2], [7], 
and 181 is the use of Euclidean remainders and subresultants. 

PROPOSITION 4.1. Let us consider the following polynomials in D[ x]: 

A(x) = aOr” + alxn-’ + *** +a,_,x + a,, 

Bj( x) = bj,&-l + ... +bj,“_,x + bj,,, j E {l,..., t}, 
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with a, # 0 and deg B&x) < n - 1 for every j in {l, . . . , tl. Let k 
be the degree of the greatest common divisor for the polyno- 
mials A(x), B,(x), . . . . B,(x), and pl, . . . . p, the columns of the matrix 
9*(B1,. . . , B,). Then the columns pl,. . . , P,,_~ are linearly Mependent and 
every pj with j > n - k can be expressed as a linear combination of 
PI,*.*? Pa-k. 

Proof Let D( x> be a greatest common divisor for A(x), B,( x>, 
,, . . , B,( x) in 114[ x]: 

D(X) = d,xk + *.. +dk_lx + d,, d, # 0. 

In the proof of proposition 3.2 was given a polynomial description of the 
matrix AJA in terms of several well-defined Euclidean remainders: 

A$ - U(x) = u’, Rem( xjV( x), A(x)). 

This implies directly that 

G(*) = a$ ; 
i 1 

j 6(AA).U(x) =a~Rem(D(x)U(x),A(x)). 

Applying this last formula over the polynomials 1, x, . . . , x ‘- ‘- ‘, we obtain 
for the matrix D(A,) the following structure: 

6(AA) = u; 

x p-k xn 
0 . . . 0 

ik-l dk 0 . . . 0 
. . 
. . 

d, ci, ’ d, ; .** ; 

d, d,_, 0 .** 0 

$” ; . . . ; 

Moreover, using Proposition 3.2, we have 

1 
x 

(*) 

x” 

n - rank I?(A*) = deggcd( A( x), D(x)) = deg D(x) = k, 
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whence 

rank c( AA) = n - k, 

and denoting by ur, . . . , a;, the columns in $A,), the last equality and the 
structure of D(A,) allow us to conclude that the vectors ol, . . . , q_, are 
linearly independent and every Us with n - k + 1 < i < n can be expressed 
as a linear combination of the or, . . . , a;, _ k. 

Next we consider for every j in {l, . . . , t) the polynomial /3,(x) in F[ xl 
verifying 

By =P~(x)D(x) andthus gj(r) =fij(r)G(r). 

The evaluation in AA of these polynomial expressions provides the following 
equality: 

whence 

Vi E {l,...,n) 

I 

&(‘A) 

\ 

pi= ; * ui. 

\ &(‘A) , 

(**I 

The definition of the polynomials P,(x) implies that 

gcd(A(x),P,(x),...,P,(x)) = 1, 

and, applying Theorem 3.5, it is obtained that 

=n. (***> 
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The equations in ( * * > relating every pi with Us, the full rank condition in 
(* * *), and the fact that or,..., a, _ k are linearly independent allow us to 
conclude that pr, . . . , P”_~ are also linearly independent. The fact that the 
rank of the matrix whose columns are the pi’s is equal to n - k finishes the 
proof. 

The next theorem shows how to use the columns of the matrix giving the 
degree of the greatest common divisor to obtain its coefficients. 

THEOREM 4.2. Let us consider the following polynomials in UN x 1: 

A(x) = aOx” + alxnml + ..* +a,_,x + a,, 

B,(x) =bj,l~n-l+**-+~jn_ x+b,,., jE(l,..., t}, 

with a, + 0 and deg Bj(r) < n - 1 for eveyj in 11,. . . , t). Let D(x) be a 
greatest common divisor for the polynomials A( x), B,(X), . . . , B,( x>: 

D(x) = d,xk + d,&’ + ... +dk_lx + d,, d, f 0, 

and pl,. . . , p, the columns of the matrix gA( B,, . . . , B,). Zf for every i in 
11,. . . , kl 

then 

an 

do 
4 
4 

ik 

n - k 

Pn-kii = C ht,jPj, h,,j E F. 

\ 

= 4 

I 

j=l 

Proof. Proposition 4.1 assures the existence of the scalars hi,j verifying 
the conditions imoosed. Let us consider the matrix $A,> and its columns 

I 

ur, . . . , a,. The equalities 

Vi E {l,...,n} Pi = 

’ &(A.) 

\ &AA> 

\ 

. CT~ with rank 

I 

Pl(44) 

\ PS44) 

\ 

n, 

I 
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shown in the proof of Proposition 4.1, allow us to conclude 

n-k 
cr n-k+i = c hi,jcq Vi E {l,.,., k). 

j-1 

Moreover the structure of the matrix &A,) shown in the proof of 
Proposition 4.1 [see ( * 11 gives for every 5 with 1 <j Q n - k the following 
expression: 

j-1 

uj = 
( -- 

n-k-j 

0 ,..., O,a,kd, ,..., aid,,0 ,..., 0 . 
--I 

Replacing this expression for al in the equations relating every cm _k +i 
(1 Q i d k) with ur, . . . . a, _k, it is obtained that if zi is the last coordinate 
Of u,__k+i, then 

zi = atd,hi n-k, l<iik. 

As every o*-k+i is the expression, in the usual basis of IF,,[ x], of 

@A,) .rn-k+i-1, 

then z, is the coefficient of xn-r in that polynomial. But the use of the 
expression for &A,) derived in the proof of Proposition 3.2 together with 
Proposition 2.4 allows us to write 

6(A,) *x~-~+~-’ = ai Rem(D(x)x”-k+i-‘, A(x)) 

2~(-l)kSres,_,(D(x)x”-k+“-1,n+k-l,A(x),n) 

= ( _ lya;- Sres,_,(D(x)xi-l, n + i - 1, A(x),n) 

and to obtain the following expression for every zi: 

d, ..a -1. d,_, d, 

a, *** 0.. a,-1 a, 

afjd,,hl,n_k = zi = (-l)‘ai-’ * v. . ’ I,<i<k. 

. . 
a0 al 

(A) 
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This equality is the key that will allow us to derive the looked-for matricial 
equality relating the di’s with the hi n _k’s. The proof will be made by 
induction on i, and for the sake of simplicity we define h,, n _ k = 1. The 
equalities for d, and d, are clear from the definition of h, n _ Ir and ( A ). 
Now it is assumed that the result has been proved for d,, . , . ,’ d, : 

sod,, = d, 5 aohu-c,n_k. (AA, 
” = 0 

Applying ( A) for i + 1 and (A A ) to every d, (0 < u 6 i), we obtain 

aoh,,,,-k a.. 

= (_ l)i+ldo,;-i-2 ‘0 

d,+l - i %t+lhu,n-k 
o=o 

= d &I 
0 0 

giving directly 

i+l 

0 di+l 

ai 

i ai-u+lhc,n-k 
u=o 

ai+ i 

aoh+, = do C aohi-u+l.n-kT 
o=o 

as desired. 
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Clearly the last theorem provides a method to determine the coefficients 
of the greatest common divisor once the hi, n _ k’s have been computed. The 
complexity of the algorithm presented in this section to compute the greatest 
common divisor of several univariate polynomials has been studied in [lo]. 
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